
David Cameron's Conservative government is this week proposing exactly what austerity Britain 

needs most -yet another war in the Middle East. Fresh from the successes of Afghanistan, Iraq and 

Libya the Etonian Cadet force allied by some shameless Labour Members of Parliament look to have 

another country in their sights, this time Syria. 

Civil-War has been raging in the country since 2010 during which time it has morphed into a proxy 

war for competing geo-political interests. On the one side the Baathist dictatorship of Assad is 

backed militarily and financially by Russia, Iran and Hezbollah. On the other side are a plethora of 

armed groups ranging from Isis and Al- Nusra Front (an AI-Qaida allied militia) to the Free Syrian 

Army (which is itself a collection of various militias). ·rhese forces have been directly backed by the 

Saudis, a variety of Gulf States and our loyal NATO allies Turkey. Britain and America have also 

maintained funds and arms to a variety of militias involved in fighting Assad either directly or 

indirectly through their Gulf allies. 

In short Syria is a hell hole and the thousands of people sent to a watery grave in the Mediterranean 

are a testament to this. David Cameron and his cabinet believe that the only way to solve the Syrian 

civil-war is to unleash yet more bombs on the war-torn country. This is evidently absurd. 

In the Commons last week Cameron claimed that there is an army of 70,000 so called "moderate" 

rebels waiting to tear through ISIS, Assad and Russia and bring forth a land of milk and honey to the 

Syrian people just as soon as the House of Commons votes for "military action". If this sounds 

fantastical then that's because it is. 

In 2013 Cameron also wanted to bomb Syria. The difference being that in 2013, Dave wanted to 

bomb Assad and his government not the Jihadi inspired rebels. David Cameron is many things - an 

international diplomatic genius he is not. 

Cameron voted for the Iraq War in 2003, which spawned ISIS and turned Iraq into a terrorist's 

paradise. In 2011 Cameron stood like Napoleon before the "liberated" population of Libya, and 

assured those present that they would not be abandoned. In case you missed it, Libya is now also a 

terrorist's paradise with half the country in the control of ISIS. 

ISIS is a despicable, criminal, reactionary outfit whose atrocities are too numerous to name, but 

bombing them from 30,000 feet will not defeat them :rnd this is a fact accepted by military Generals 

and not just anti-war veterans like Jeremy Corbyn. The solution to ISIS lies in choking off its political, 

military and financial support supplied by Turkey and the Saudis. If our Government was sincere 

about defeating ISIS, it would have expelled the Saudi ambassador years ago. 

These wars without end in the Middle East have brought many deaths and much suffering .They 

have made nobody safer, no country more secure and have not defeated any terrorist ~rganisation. 

The risks of entering the Syrian fray are many and the certainties few. No one knows when the war 

will end as there is no timetable for withdrawal. No one knows how Putin will react if Turkey downs 

another of his plane~:. No one knows if neighbouring Lebanon will succumb to sectarian strife in 

response to an escalation of the war in Syria. What happens if Britain bombs Assad's troops in Syria 

or his Iranian and Russian allies? This war is pregnant with yet more wars and puts back further any 

diplomatic solution. The anti-war movement in Britain was right in everything it said about 

Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya. Members should support it wholeheartedly in its opposition to yet 

more war in Syria waged by the Bullingdon Club and their anti-Corbyn stooges in the Labour Party. It 

is for these reasons that the I.W.G.B University of London supports the motion - DON'T BOMB 

SYRIA! 


